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Using Soccer to Inspire and Empower
Message from the President
Dear Street Soccer
supporters.
The last year has been
an exciting time for the
VSSL. Our organization
has grown significantly
and developed an
impressive program of
practices and events.
We have built an organization structure that
will allow us to plan and build for the future.
We are becoming well known and
respected in the soccer community, and
the future looks very bright. Our active and
enthusiastic players, coaches and
volunteers make being part of the VSSL a
really enjoyable experience, and because
of this we should continue to thrive.
When players, coaches and volunteers
attended a facilitated session at Station
Street on January 20, 2015 the magic of
the VSSL became apparent. The session
was brilliantly led by Theo Lamb. She
created a format and an atmosphere that
inspired us to open up about our hopes and
dreams for the VSSL, to articulate what
might not be working now, identify the
important challenges that we face for
success, and express our ideas for the
future. A list of issues and actions was
identified. Some key issues were: finding
sustainable funding and permanent
sponsors; creating programs that will suit
both veteran players and beginners;
assuring that the trip to Alert Bay is always
a part of our annual program; attracting and
keeping female players; and improved
communication within VSSL. We will be
forming a task group to take the issues
forward in the next months and years. We
will involve players, coaches and volunteers
in this initiative and regularly report back to
the group.
A highlight of our recent VSSL program has
been the leadership shown by our players
in developing program components. For
example, Patrick, John, Johnny and Ricky
have established practice sessions that
have become a key component in what is a
very active weekly soccer program. In
addition to our regular and well-attended
Sunday and Thursday practices, there is
hardly a day of the week when a VSSL
program is not available. The practice for
women on Monday afternoons, run by UBC
Med students, is a valuable addition, and
this, combined with the enthusiastic and
growing participation by the UBC
Thunderbird women players, gives hope to
our goal of increasing involvement by
female players in our program.

VSSL and UBC Share the Love in their
3rd Annual Tournament
There couldn't have been a better day than
Valentine's day for the 3rd Annual VSSL-UBC
Rec Tournament. The footsal tournament,
hosted at the UBC Rec Centre, is tradition
between the two groups and represents an
ongoing friendship between members of the
University and the VSSL.
The success of the tournament began with a
great turn out of around 60 people from both the
VSSL and UBC, and we were surprised and
happy to see some faces that we hadn't seen
since last year. The participants in the
tournament varied in skill ranges and played on
mixed teams in four short, fast-paced games
that required intense focus and energy. They
also had a chance to socialize over lunch and
jam to tunes provided by the Rec Centre.
To add to the wonderful day, the VSSL was
fortunate to have James Milligan from Social
Conscience – Fair Trade Soccer Balls at the
tournament. Milligan has been a huge supporter
of the VSSL and recently made a donation that
will help the VSSL with many of its day to day
expenses. “Social Conscience has been
supporting the VSSL since 2012 when we first
donated fair trade soccer balls to each team in
the league” said Milligan. “I am pleased to be
able to continue that support with a financial
contribution that will help the VSSL continue to
do the great work that it does. Thanks for the
opportunity.”
Thank you to James Milligan for his generous
donation and also to Tristan Brown and the
UBC Rec players for hosting the tournament
and making it possible. We look forward to
another great tournament next year!

For the future, we are looking forward to the
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PanAm games street soccer tournament
and must thank Charles for his tireless
work on this project, and for putting
together so many events on the North
Shore. With the recent announcement of a
close relationship with the Whitecaps, and
our ongoing sponsorships by Fairware and
LUSH, among others, the VSSL is
beginning to solidify its funding and
sponsorship model. When we obtain our
charitable status this year, we will be even
more able to take our place as a significant
community organization.
Thanks to all players, coaches, volunteers
and sponsors for all your hard work on
behalf of the VSSL.
Steve McMinn
President
Vancouver Street Soccer League

Field Notes from Dennis and Rik
For the past three months, two of our dedicated veteran players, Dennis and Rik
have been diligently recruiting new players from the Vancouver Street Soccer as
our new Community Coaches. Their efforts are funded by a generous
community grant from LUSH Cosmetics.
Their work has been inspiring to say the least. Each week, the two walk around
the Downtown Eastside along Hastings, Cordova, Main, and Terminal streets
visiting shelters and telling the people they meet about soccer.
“We walk into the shelters and say 'hello' and talk about what we are doing,”
says Dennis, who takes copious notes about their “travels”. “At first people
would laugh when we say we are recruiting soccer players, but it's a positive
atmosphere, and there has been some gradual and growing interest.”
On Tuesdays, Dennis and Rik hold a beginners practice in the Carnegie
Community Centre gym on the corner of Hastings and Main Street from 10 AM
to 12PM. The numbers of new players coming to the practice are steadily
growing and some beginners are now also regularly coming to Sunday
practices.
The veteran players from the VSSL teach the new recruits basic skills, buy them
lunch, and help them to find soccer shoes and clothes. They also are a positive
alternative to a day on the streets or in a shelter.
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“I think it's a way to see that you can get out of street life or a shelter. It's not dark
and gloomy. It's fun,” says Dennis.
But the value of Dennis and Rik's work extends far beyond the corner of
Hastings and Main. Both men have lived in shelters and on the streets and their
lives have changed as a result of being in the Vancouver Street Soccer League.
This translates well to mentoring new players. When the men meet new
players, they tell them their stories of how they got involved in the program.
“I talk about how soccer got me to a better life, and how I'm no longer struggling.
I know how to relate to the people we meet and how to talk to them,” says Rik.
Dennis and Rik now hope to work on a video about the VSSL that they can show
at practices and to recruit more players. Meanwhile, their leadership has
inspired us all.
VSSL Vice President Kurt Heinrich says he wants to thank LUSH Cosmetics for
providing the league with this amazing opportunity to engage more DTES
residents.

Get Involved
We are always looking for new volunteers to
help with coaching and other VSSL
activities.
If you want to get involved, email us here.

vanstreetsoccer@gmail.com
www.vancouverstreetsoccer.com
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